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ABSTRACT 
A natural extension of the notion of condition number of a matrix to the class of all 
finite matrices is shown to enjoy properties similar to the classical condition number. 
For example, the relative distance to the set of all matrices of smaller rank is just the 
reciprocal of this generalized condition number. The question of whether a matrix 
with a small generalized condition number must also have a generalized inverse of 
small norm is then studied. The answer turns out to be norm dependent. In particular, 
only if p is 1 or 2 must an intrinsically well-conditioned full rank matrix in the 1, 
sense have a nicely bounded generalized inverse; in particular, in the 1, norm this 
need not be true. These facts are consequences of recent results in Banach space 
theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the roles played by the condition number of an invertible matrix is 
that of bounding the relative error in a computed solution of an associated 
linear system in terms of the relative residual. The condition number also 
measures the distance from the given matrix to the set of singular matrices. 
We present here a definition of condition number for general finite matrices 
and derive properties analogous to those just mentioned. Our original motiva- 
tion was the following question. Suppose A is an n X m matrix and there is a 
constant (Y such that for every vector b there is a vector x with Ax = b and 
llxll < cujlbll. Then, what are upper and lower bounds on inf{ lIB\I: B is an 
m X n matrix and ABz = z for all z}? In the context of full rank underde- 
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termined systems, this asks for bounds on linear solution operators in terms of 
the best nonlinear solution operator. The answer naturally depends on the 
norm used. In the I, norm, the choice B := At-the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
A -satisfies llBll< (Y, that is, the “best” solution (the one of smallest norm) is 
had by applying a fixed linear operator to the right hand side. However, for 1, 
norms with p z 2,1, the lower bounds on the solution matrices B can depend 
on the dimension of the problem. These results are consequences of major 
theorems concerning projections in Banach spaces. Our purpose in presenting 
these results is to record some connections between norms of generalized 
inverses and certain recent results in Banach space theory. 
We work with m x n matrices and view them as linear operators from C n 
to C “I. We assume that these spaces have norms, both of which are denoted 
by 11+ The associated matrix norm is [IAll := sup{llAxl/: llxll = l}, and the 
dual norms are IIxlln:= sup{ X*Z: llzll= l}. The matrix norm for the dual 
norm is also denoted by ) 1.11 D. We recall that I ( A I I = I I A* I I n. Finally, we recall 
the well-known corollary to the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
LEMMA 0. Let W be a subspace of C “, and let u E C “. Then G E W 
satisfies (112 - uI( = inf{ IJw - ~11: w E W} if and only if there exists o EC” 
with IJoJIo = 1, v*u = I/u - $11, and v*w = 0 for all w E W. 
2. A GENERALIZED CONDITION NUMBER 
In this section A will be an m X n matrix, 9A will be the range of A, and 
JLnA will be its null space. The orthogonal complement of a subspace W will 
be denoted by W I. We define 
(Y(A) := min{ JIA*xJI,: x E 9?*, llxlln = l} 
and 
K(A) := llAll{ a(A)} -l. (2.1) 
We call K(A) the condition number of A (relative to the norms used). 
Note that if A is square and invertible, then K(A) = llA[l IIA-‘ll, and that 
K(A) = II AlI II A’ II if we use the usual Euclidean norms. It is important to 
observe that if A is not the zero matrix, then cy(A) > 0. To see this let x E 9A 
with llxlln = 1 and r = Ay for some y. Then, IIA*rII, = max{z*A*x: llzll = 
l} = max{ z*A*Ay: llzll = l} = Ilyll-‘y*A*Ay = Ilyll-‘IIAyll$ by compact- 
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ness (u(A) > 0. Golub and Van Loan [4, p. 1401 define the condition number 
to be )/A/J ]]A’]] and in the I, norm case use it to obtain perturbation bounds 
for the associated linear system. In this 1, case our results complement theirs. 
In some sense the definition (2.1) quantifies how intrinsically well or poorly 
conditioned a matrix is, whereas the definition used by Golub and Van Loan 
is appropriate when one actually uses A’ to “solve” the system Ax = b, as 
their perturbation analysis shows. In general, our notion of condition number 
can be much smaller than any condition number defined in terms of a 
generalized inverse (not necessarily the Moore-Penrose inverse); this will be 
made more precise in the next section. Consequently, linear algorithms for 
linear systems may fail to take advantage of the intrinsic condition of the 
system. 
The following is an extension of a well-known result; Kahane [5] attributes 
it to Gastinel. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an n x m matrix; then 
o(A)=inf{((A-B](:rankB<rankA}. 
Proof. Recall that rank A = rank A* = rank A*A. If B is an n X m matrix 
of smaller rank than A, then there is a vector z with B*z = 0, A*z # 0, 
lIzlID = 1, and z E %‘A. Thus, a(A) I ]]A*z]], = ]](A* - B*)z]], I (]A - B]]. 
Now let x0 E Se, have norm 1, i.e. ]]~a](~ = 1, and satisfy a(A) = 
IJA*x,JJ,. Let z EC” satisfy Z*X, = l= JJzJJ, and let Se := (x: z*x=O}. 
Observe that 
inf J/y - xO]ID = 1. 
YES, 
Define an operator P* by requiring fi*x = d*r if x E S, and S*X, = 0. So 83 
has smaller rank than A. Also, if ([y((, = 1 with y = x + Pro for some y E Se 
and complex & then IIA*y - P*yllD = IIA*(PxO)llD = IPIcx(A). But IPI is no 
y;; than 1, because if P Z 0, then 1 I II(l//3)x + xOllD = II(l/j?>yIID = 
It now follows that 
------:rankB<rankA , 
i 
as in the case with the usual condition number. 
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The condition number also bounds the relative distance of a computed 
solution of Ax = b to the solution set in terms of the relative residual. 
PROPOSITION 2. LetbEg*, anddefiwS:={x:Ax=b}. LetyESbe 
an element of minimal norm. Then, if A? = b + r, 
1 llrll d(f, S> 
K(A) Ei s IlYll 
s~(A)fi. 
llbll 
Proof. Let ZES satisfy II?-- .zll =d(Z,S), and define w:=f-z so 
Aw = r. Note that llwll= d(w, MA,>. Since B*, = gAeA and (Jva)l = g**, 
there is by Lemma 0 a o E 9A with llulln = 1 and JIA*ull,llwll = (A*v, w) 
= (u, Aw) I IlollDllrll. Hence, 
ll4lD llrll 
llwll s lldl ,IA*VIl, s cyo. 
The inequality llbll I (JAI/ llyll then proves the right hand inequality. 
Now l/y/l =d(y,NA), so there is a vector u with IIuIIn= 1 and 
IIYII IIA*4, = (Y, A*u) = CAY, u> 5 Ilbll. Also, (1/IlbllMA) I l/llvll. The 
inequality II rll I II AlI II wII finishes the proof. n 
3. THE ROLE OF GENERALIZED INVERSES 
Another seemingly reasonable definition for the intrinsic condition num- 
ber of a matrix is 
K(A) := IIAll.inf{ IlBll: B is linear and 
We will call a matrix B such that ABx = x for all x E 9A a generalized 
inverse of A. Then Iz( A) is essentially the norm of A multiplied by the norm 
of the “best generalized inverse.” As before, if A is invertible or if Euclidean 
norms are used, we have K(A) = Iz( A). However, rZ does not seem to enjoy 
the properties of K derived in Propositions 1 and 2. To improve the trivial 
bound K(A) 4 Iz( A) we use the notion of projection constant of a subspace. 
For a subspace W of C” the projection constant of W with respect to the 
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norm (I.(1 is 
n(W,II.()):=inf{I(PI(:P isalinearprojection 
fromC”ontoW}. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be an n x m matrix with n < m and rank A = n. 
Then, for any norm, 
m-u{ K(A), ~(9~‘~ ll.llD)} 5 L(A) I ~(A)n(g~*, Il.lln). (3.1) 
Proof. Suppose ABx = x for all x EC” ( = .!2*). Define P := A*B*. 
Since B*A* is the n x n identity operator, P is a projection onto gA,. Now, 
IIPII 5 IIA*I~,IIB*I~D = VU IIBII. H ence, taking the minimum over all such 
B’s, we get 
which establishes the lower bound. 
To get the upper bound, let P be a projection onto 9*, and define B* on 
C ‘IL by B *x = (A*))‘Px. Since A* is l-l, this is well defined. We have the 
elementary estimates 
((B*x~(~~~~(A*I~,,)-~(I,I~P*~~D=- ’ D &) IIP II 
1 
’ a(A) -lIPII DIIxII D* 
Therefore, 
IIBII IIAII 2 -$$PllD= 4W71D. 
Choosing P to be a projection of minimal norm yields \lBll \lAll I 
K( A)v( 5%‘*, [I. I( D). Finally, to see that AB is the identity operator note that 
(AB)*x = B*A*x = (A*)-‘P(A*x) = A*-‘A*x = x, where the third equality is 
a consequence of P being a projection onto R,,. n 
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We now consider the special case of underdetermined full rank matrices 
and restrict attention to real scalars and I, norms. Fix 1 I p I co, and let A 
be an n X m matrix of rank n (so n I m) with llAllp = 1. Since AT is one to 
one, there is a constant, namely a(A), such that for all x E R” 
~(A)II~llq s IIATdI, 5 llxllq~ (3.2) 
where p- ’ + q-l = 1. We denote R” with the I, norm as 2: and recall that 
the Banach-Mazur distance between two normed spaces X and Y is 
p(X,Y) := inf{ I[c#I~[ ~~-‘~~: + is a l-l, onto 
linear map from X to Y } . 
By (3.2) we see that when Se,, has the 1, norm, 
P(Z,$ 9‘q) I K,(A) = [o(A)] -l, 
because Ar is an isomorphism from 2: onto gAr. A simple compactness 
argument shows that if S is any n-dimensional subspaces of 17, then there will 
be an n x m matrix A with gAr = S and K&A) = p(Z:, S). 
The following result of J. Bourgain is the key in showing that K,(A) can 
be much smaller than Iz,( A) (provided one does not insist that loglog 00 is 
finite). 
LEMMA [2]. There is a number C > 0 such that for every E > 0 there is a 
sequence of Banuch spaces { Ek } with p( E,, I?) I C and 
“(Ek, 11~111) 1 
l\m_;c:p (loglog N,)’ - E 2 c . 
Standard perturbation theory allows us to assume that the 
actually subspaces of some R Mk, where M, depends on Nk. Now let 
Nk X M, matrix with .9?*; = E, and K,(A~) = p(E,, Zp), 
supk K,(A~) 5 c. By (3.1) 
L(Ad 2 +% II%) 2 
(loglog Nk)’ - ’ 
c ; 
E,‘s are 
A, be an 
so that 
therefore, lim, IZ,(Ak) = co. From the results of Bennett, Dor, Goodman, 
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Johnson, and Newman [l] and those of Rosenthal [7] one can deduce the 
existence of similar space in the I, context for 1 < p -C cc, p # 2. Thus, we 
have 
PROPOSITION 4. For every 1~ p I 00, p # 2, there exist sequences of 
integers nk and mk tending to 00 and nk x mk matrices A, such that 
su~‘$(Ad < 00 
k 
and lipkp(AL) =co. 
As we said earlier, K*(A) = i?s( A) holds for all matrices. This equality is 
also valid in the case p = 1, as we will presently see. It is interesting that the 
1, and 1, cases are so different. This is probably not what most people would 
have guessed. Bourgain’s proof is quite intricate and highly nontrivial. In 
addition, it is known that if sup, kp(Ak) is small enough, then sup, i?&Ak) is 
finite. For the case p = co this is due to Dor [3], and for 1 < p I 00 to 
Schechtman [8]. 
From Proposition 3 we have that if the projection constant of C%‘*, with 
respect to the norm being used is relatively small, then K(A) and I?( A) will be 
of the same order of magnitude. If A is n X m with rank A = n, then the 
codimension of g*, in 17 is m - n and thus any complementary subspace of 
.C%‘*, has a projection of norm no greater than (m - n)l(1/2)-(1/P)l, by a result 
of Lewis [6]. Hence, ~(9~*, I].]],) is bounded by l+(m - n)1(1/21P(1/P)l. 
Notice: if A were banded, then m - n would.behave like the bandwidth. 
PROPOSITION 5. LetAbearealnxmmatrixwithn<mand rankA= 
n. Then K,(A) = g,(A). 
Proof. By way of normalization assume ]( AT]] m = 1. Denoting the rows of 
A by a,,a,,...,a,, we have that for all scalars PI,. . . , &, 
In particular the distance of a, from the span of the other a j’s satisfies 
d(ai,sPan{ aj}j+i) 2 [K,(A)] -l, 
Thus there exist vectors { bi } with ]I bill I 5 K~( A) and b:a j = Ai j by Lemma 0. 
Let B be the matrix whose columns are the bi’s. Then ]I B]] r I K~( A), and AB 
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is the n X n identity matrix. Hence, i?,(A) I K~(A), since llA[lr = 1. Since we 
always have rcr( A) 5 Izr( A), we have equality. n 
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